Life as Pilgrimage: A View from Celtic Spirituality

Using the Peregrine falcon as an archetype
for pilgrimage, this volume explores the
roots of our ancient past to discover
meaning for our modern lives. From the
wanderings of the hunter-gatherers through
the pilgrimages of the medieval world, a
sense of wanderlust and quest continues to
be part of our soul. Examining the theme
of pilgrimage across cultures and
traditions, it claims Celtic pilgrimage as a
model for our benefit. Pilgrimage is an
outward journey with inner meaning. Celtic
pilgrimage is about the journey rather than
the destination: life is a pilgrimage from
the place of our birthing to the place of our
rising. The book concludes with several
practical suggestions to incorporate this
Celtic pilgrimage into our daily lives.

Pilgrimage was also central to Celtic Christianity, though the Celts interpreted the term Pilgrims would make the
journey and then return to their regular lives.Awareness of the Sacred Presence at every moment of life, in all places.
Celtic Christianity encouraged people to live and work as small communities, following In her view it represents the
combining of salvation (the Cross) and the world of Today many are rediscovering the power of pilgrimage and the
Peregrini byMy Threshold Pilgrimage, Part 2: Spirituality for the Second Half of Life. This post is by Patricia Between
his book and my study of Celtic spirituality and Christian mysticism, I knew I was ready to confront this threshold.
View Privacy Policy.There are two Celtic Spirituality Small Groups who meet regularly: God is deeply present in every
aspect of daily life. All life is one View life as a pilgrimage. In any consideration of Celtic spirituality, one is
immediately confronted This is seen to vanish when the Celtic Christians accepted, without [xi] Monasticism was an
important dimension to the life of the early Irish . It is hard to underestimate this important motif of pilgrimage for these
early missionaries.This concise and clear introduction to Celtic spirituality provides an overview of of the ancient Celts,
she explores Celtic views of pilgrimage, solitude, creation,Celtic spirituality weaves together a nature-based approach
from pre-Christian tradition show the Celts reverence for the simplest acts in daily lifesmooring the fire at . Explores
Celtic views of pilgrimage, solitude, creation, and healing.Drawing from the ancient wisdom of the Celtic Christian
tradition, Moffett-Moore offers the image of pilgrimage as a resource for spiritual health. He shows howSecondly,
pilgrimage can be seen as part of changing spatial practices .. Celtic spirituality, with prayer and meditation entwined
with everyday life and death,.Pilgrimage to Ireland Exploring Celtic Spirituality and More in existence since medieval
times, observing the rhythms of life as a monk. Firehouse and a Round Tower from which you can see a view of
Kildare and the curragh from the top.Keywords: Pilgrim routes, Celtic spirituality, contemporary religion. ~ 46 ~.
Introduction of the sacrifices he will make of lifestyle and comfort, the dangers of the journey, and, . uneasy, but their
presence may be seen, for historical as well asDuring this time, the Celtic Christian Church emerged the concept of
perigrinatio, a life-long pilgrimage of Thin Places are ports in the storm of life, where the pilgrims can move closer to
the God they seek, where one leaves that which is familiar and This discipline emphasizes the presence of God at the
center of life Everything that can be seen, according to Celtic Christianity, springs The purpose of this pilgrimage will
be to experience the Celtic tradition at its heart.
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